The high-resolution nighttime light (NTL) data of the LuoJia1-01 NTL remote sensing satellite has enriched the available data of NTL remote sensing applications. The radiance calibration used as a reference to convert the digital number (DN) recorded by the nighttime sensor into the radiance of the corresponding ground object is the basic premise to the effective application of the NTL data. Owing to the lack of on-board calibration equipment and the absence of an absolute radiometric calibration light source at night, it is difficult for LuoJia1-01 to carry out on-orbit radiance calibration. The moon, as an exoatmospheric stable radiation source, is widely used for the radiometric calibration of remote sensing satellite sensors and to monitor the stability of the visible and near-infrared sensors. This study, based on lunar observation of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor, focused on on-orbit radiometric calibration and included monitoring changes in the nighttime sensor radiometric response for nearly a year by using the Robotic Lunar Observatory (ROLO) lunar irradiance model (Version 311 g). The results showed that: (1) the consistency of the radiometric calibration results based on the ROLO model and the laboratory calibration results of LuoJia1-01 exceeded 90%; (2) the nighttime sensor of LuoJia1-01 radiometric response underwent approximately 6% degradation during the observation period of nearly one year (353 days). for urban construction [14] , and evaluating the evolution of the pattern of spatial expansion of urban land [15, 16] .
Introduction
A remote sensing satellite equipped with a nighttime light (NTL) sensor can sense city lights at night, including low-intensity signals emitted by small-scale residences, flowing traffic, and fishing boats. NTL remote sensing data captured by NTL remote sensing satellites provide a great opportunity to monitor light pollution in ecosystems [1] , and these data have been widely used to study human activities to substantially improve our understanding of the magnitude of humanity's presence [2] . These data are useful for modeling human impact on the environment and have been used for evaluating the regional economy, monitoring urbanization dynamics [3] [4] [5] , perceiving power distribution and consumption in regional development [6] [7] [8] , assessing population and population density change [9, 10] , estimating cargo handling capacity [11] , estimating CO 2 emissions [12, 13] , extracting land available Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2183 3 of 21 sensing sensor based on pairs of GMS-5 lunar observation and ROLO images captured under the same observation conditions. Butler et al. [29] evaluated the degradation rate of the visible channel of the GOES satellite sensor based on the ROLO model. Sun et al. [44] used the ROLO model to evaluate the on-orbit radiometric response decay of MODIS (The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer) and corrected the radiometric response degradation of band 8. Xiong et al. [18] used the ROLO model to calibrate the Suomi-NPP VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite) reflective solar band (RSB) in orbit. Based on long-term lunar observation by SeaWIFS, Barnes et al. [40] analyzed the changes in the oversampling, libration, geometric distance, and phase angle characteristics of the moon with time. Wu et al. [45] obtained the instrumental radiometric response decay of FY-3C/MERSI (MEdium Resolution Spectral Imager) by using MERSI cold sky lunar observation data and determined the ratio of MERSI to the stable channel. In addition, some scholars assessed the accuracy of the radiometric model of the moon. For example, Zhang et al. [26, 46, 47] utilized ground-based hyperspectral lunar observation data to estimate the accuracy of the MT2009 model and the ROLO model. Their results indicated that the ROLO model is highly accurate in the visible near-infrared band, with an absolute uncertainty of 5-10% and relative stability of 1-3% (the standard deviation of the empirical formula with 18 parameters of the ROLO model).
LuoJia1-01 is a 6-kg cube scientific experimental satellite, equipped with a 129-m resolution NTL remote sensing sensor and navigation enhancement load, as shown in Figure 1 . The frame push-broom imaging mode, the main imaging mode of the LuoJia1-01 NTL camera [48] , use its camera system to capture the NTL on the ground [49] . The sensor parameters are listed in Table 1 . It uses an electronic rolling shutter. Each instantaneous exposure images one row of a single frame. The 2048 rows of detectors are exposed sequentially, and a full-frame of data is recorded after all the detectors in a row have been exposed. The sensor has two operation modes: the Standard mode (STD) with a frame rate of 48 fps (Frames per Second), and the high dynamic range (HDR) mode with a frame rate of 24 fps. In HDR mode, the sensor can capture a low-and high-gain image at each exposure and combines low-level gain with short exposure time for daytime imaging. The low-gain image is effective, and the high-gain image is saturated in daytime imaging scenarios. Low-level gain and long exposure time are used for nighttime imaging. In nighttime imaging scenarios, both low-and high-gain imaging are effective [17] .
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Methodology
The key steps for lunar radiometric calibration based on lunar observations include radiometric correction, determination of the scope of the moon, lunar edge identification, geometric distance correction, spectral matching, and lunar irradiance calculations. Both the radiance calculated by the ROLO irradiance model and the lunar disk digital number (DN) value of lunar observation were used to calibrate the radiometric response parameters of the NTL sensor. The accuracy of the radiance calibration was evaluated by comparing the extent to which the results of the ROLO calibration were consistent with those of the laboratory calibration. A detailed flow chart of the procedure to assess the calibration accuracy is shown in Figure 3 . LuoJia1-01 performs lunar imaging in HDR mode. The imaging process mainly consists of formulating the lunar imaging plan, calculating the posture and time, and conducting imaging according to the commands of the ground station. The specific procedures are as follows:
1.
Before imaging, the satellite maneuvers to a predetermined position and points to the moon; 2.
The satellite sensor is turned on for lunar imaging, and the satellite attitude is adjusted to point to the moon during the imaging process; 3.
After the imaging is completed, the satellite adjusts its attitude and returns to the conventional ground-based observations mode.
However, without on-board calibration equipment, it is difficult to directly calibrate the radiance of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor in the absence of a uniform ground absolute radiometric light source at night. This study, which is based on lunar observation by the LuoJia1-01 satellite, led to the development of a method to realize on-orbit radiance calibration and to monitor the radiometric response stability of the NTL sensor. The on-orbit calibration accuracy of the NTL remote sensing sensor was evaluated by using LuoJia1-01 laboratory measurement irradiance and ROLO model irradiance.
Methodology
The key steps for lunar radiometric calibration based on lunar observations include radiometric correction, determination of the scope of the moon, lunar edge identification, geometric distance correction, spectral matching, and lunar irradiance calculations. Both the radiance calculated by the ROLO irradiance model and the lunar disk digital number (DN) value of lunar observation were used to calibrate the radiometric response parameters of the NTL sensor. The accuracy of the radiance calibration was evaluated by comparing the extent to which the results of the ROLO calibration were consistent with those of the laboratory calibration. A detailed flow chart of the procedure to assess the calibration accuracy is shown in Figure 3 . 
Radiometric Correction
The raw data generated during lunar observation include systematic errors, such as those resulting from the inconsistency of the detectors of the NTL sensors and the vignette of the satellite optical system, which need to be removed by radiometric correction. This correction includes both relative radiometric correction and absolute radiometric correction. The response inconsistencies of different pixels and the vignetting of the NTL sensor can be corrected by relative radiometric correction, which, for the LuoJia1-01 satellite, is expressed as:
where i is the sensor detector index, a(i) and b(i) are the relative radiometric correction coefficients of the ith detector of the NTL sensor, DN org (i) is the original DN value of the imaging of the ith detector, and DN rel corr (i) is the DN value after relative radiometric correction of the ith detector. The absolute radiometric correction serves to convert the DN value of the NTL sensor after relative radiometric correction to the corresponding radiance of ground objects. The laboratory calibration model of LuoJia1-01 conforms to a piecewise linear model relationship, and the corrected radiance is:
where DN Threshold is the inflexion pixel value of the piecewise linear model; B 10 (i) and B 11 (i) are the gain and offset of the pixel value, respectively, where DN rel corr (i) is less than the inflection value; ( ), ( ) are, respectively, the gain and the offset of the pixel value, where DN rel corr (i) is greater than the inflection value; and L is the radiance of the pixel after the absolute radiometric correction. 
where DN Threshold is the inflexion pixel value of the piecewise linear model; B 10 (i) and B 11 (i) are the gain and offset of the pixel value, respectively, where DN rel corr (i) is less than the inflection value; B 20 (i), B 21 (i) are, respectively, the gain and the offset of the pixel value, where DN rel corr (i) is greater than the inflection value; and L is the radiance of the pixel after the absolute radiometric correction.
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Determination of the Scope of the Moon
For satellite sensors with large observation widths, the coverage of the moon in the observation images is small, which is inconvenient for direct processing. For example, the size of a LuoJia1-01 NTL remote sensing image is 2048 × 2048, and the pixel coverage of the moon is (44−52) × (44−52); thus, all the pixels of the moon cover less than 1/40 of the entire image range, and direct processing would introduce a large amount of computation. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the scope of the moon accurately. The pixel values of the moon are generally larger than those of the surrounding deep space background; thus, the maximum pixel value based on statistical distribution occurs on the moon. Equation (3) can be used to obtain the maximum pixel value of the gray image, the coordinates of which are taken as the position of the moon (Equation (4)), and the scope of the moon can be expressed as a rectangular region composed of 40 pixels from the position of the moon extended to the east, west, north, and south, as shown in Equation (5).
where P is the gray matrix of the pixel value of the entire frame of the lunar image, MaxPixel is the maximum pixel value of the entire frame of the lunar image, Maxrow and Maxline are, respectively, the row and column in which the maximum pixel value of the image is located, and MoonExtent is the approximate lunar scope that is determined.
Identification of the Edge of the Moon
Within the rectangular image after determination of the scope of the moon, the moon occupies a circular area, yet the pixels in the area intersecting the rectangular range and outside the circular range are not zero, making it difficult to directly identify the real edge of the moon. The calculation of the irradiance of the moon is based on the entire lunar disk, and uncertainty with respect to the edge would introduce great uncertainty to the calculation of the lunar radiance. If the extracted area of the lunar disk is smaller than the area of the real moon, the calculated irradiance of the moon would be slightly too small, thereby leading to the loss of real moon information, otherwise, the calculated irradiance of the moon would be somewhat large, which would introduce an additional error. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately identify the real edge of the moon to ensure that the calculation results are accurate and reliable.
At present, among many edge detection operators, the Roberts operator is simple and easy to operate. This operator is also sensitive to noise and usually produces a wide response in the area adjacent to the region containing the image edge, resulting in low edge positioning accuracy. The Laplace operator has a stronger response to isolated pixels and is only suitable for noise-free images. The Prewitt operator suppresses the noise and removes some of the false edges resulting from the pixel average, but the real edges are also smoothed. The Canny operator has strong denoising ability and can produce thinner edges, but easily cancels out the edge information during the smoothing operation. The Prewitt and Canny operators can remove the influence of noise more effectively, but smooth the real edge of the lunar disk, resulting in a recognition range smaller than the real moon. The Gaussian distribution mean square R of the LOG (Laplacian of Gaussian) operator is proportional to the width of the low-pass filter, i.e., the larger the value of R, the more significant the smoothing effect and the more effective the noise removal. However, the greater the loss of image details, the lower the edge accuracy becomes; thus, a tradeoff exists between the edge positioning accuracy and noise elimination, and it is difficult to obtain a balance. The Sobel operator can effectively eliminate the influence of noise. Moreover, the pixel position is weighted, and the positioning accuracy is high [48] . Therefore, it is suitable to identify the edge of the moon after comprehensively considering the influence of noise on the observation image and the demand for precise positioning of the edge.
The Sobel operator contains two groups of 3 × 3 matrices, which are horizontal and vertical template matrices, respectively. The radiance difference approximations of these respective matrices can be obtained by convolving with the image. The two edge detection templates are as follows:
where A is the gray matrix of the radiometric radiance value of the entire frame of the lunar image, G x and G y are, respectively, the horizontal template and the vertical template of the Sobel operator. The horizontal and vertical grayscale values of each pixel of the image were calculated by Equation (7):
We defined the arc of the lunar terminator by those pixels in the Sobel-filtered, where the value is over 50% of the maximum value [18] .
Determination of Lunar Irradiance
The ROLO model uses polynomial fitting to convert the lunar observation data into the equivalent reflectance of the entire lunar disk related to the lunar illumination and observation geometry. The calculation formula is:
where A k is the disk-equivalent reflectance (where k is the band index), g is the absolute phase angle, θ and φ are the selenographic latitude and longitude of the spacecraft, respectively, and Φ is the selenographic longitude of the sun (the terms "selenographic latitude" and "selenographic longitude" were used by Kieffer et al. [23] ). In addition, a, b, c, d, and p are the fitting coefficients of the ROLO model and are determined by multi-step fitting of multiple data points in each channel of the ground-based lunar observation data by Kieffer et al. [23] . Further, 3 i=0 a ik g i represents the dependence of the basic photometric function on the phase angle, b jk Φ 2j−1 is the dependence on the illuminated face of the moon, and c 1 θ + c 2 φ+c 3 Φθ + c 4 Φφ represents the influence of libration. Lastly, d 1k e −g/p1 +d 2k e −g/p2 represents the opposition effect, d 3k cos((g − p3)/p4) simply addresses a correlation seen in the irradiance residuals, possibly associated with mare/highland distribution not covered by the second polynomial.
Correction of ROLO Model Fitting Reflectance
The reflectance spectrum of the moon is characterized by weak, broad features, whereas the reflectance spectra obtained from the ROLO fitting model have modest excursions in the wavelength between bands. Therefore, linear interpolation of the spectral reflectance fitted by the ROLO model was required. Kieffer [23] used 95% of the lunar soil and 5% of the breccia lunar rock to correct the equivalent disk reflectance of the 32 channels, improving the authenticity of the fitted spectral reflectance. The spectral reflectance correction is as follows:
where λ is the wavelength, R is the ROLO model reflectance, R is the adjusted reflectance, and Off wav and Bia wav are adjustment factors for each ROLO filter.
Calculation of Lunar Irradiance
The sun is an isotropic radiometric source, and the solar radiation received by the moon is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the sun and the moon. Therefore, a distance correction of the lunar-equivalent reflectance was required to obtain the lunar irradiance at the standard distance. The formula is as follows:
where D S−M is the sun-moon distance (AU), D M−V is the moon-spacecraft distance (km), and 384,400 km is the mean radius of the moon's orbit around the earth. Further, Ω m is the solid angle of the moon at 384,400 km (6.4177 * 10 −5 sr), E k is the solar irradiance at 1AUs (derived from the model of Wehrli), I k is the lunar irradiance at a standard distance.
Spectral Matching
The spectral response functions of a ROLO ground-based lunar observation instrument and the remote sensing satellite sensor are different, resulting in the same spectral radiance input and different radiance output. Therefore, it was necessary to match the spectrum of the ROLO ground-based lunar observation instrument and remote sensing satellite sensor to reduce the spectral difference and obtain the irradiance at the effective wavelength of the remote sensing satellite sensor.
where Irr rolo is the spectral irradiance of the ROLO model at the effective wavelength, and SRF(λ) is the spectral response of LuoJia1-01 at wavelength λ.
Calculation of the Irradiance of Lunar Observation
After edge identification and radiometric correction, the radiance of each pixel was obtained. The integral of the radiance of each pixel at the solid angle was calculated to obtain the observed irradiance:
where Irr obs is the observed lunar irradiance, Ω p is the solid angle of each pixel, N p is the number of pixels in the lunar disk, L i is the radiance after laboratory absolute radiometric correction of the ith pixel, and f is the oversampling factor.
Assessment Methods
The response relation model between the radiance of each frame calculated by the ROLO model and the DN value observed by the remote sensing sensor was established. The radiance calibration coefficient of the remote sensing sensor could be obtained by using the least-squares method, as shown by the following equation:
where B 1 (i) is the offset of a single-pixel in the absolute calibration of the laboratory measurement, and Slope represents the coefficient of variation of the model radiance and the observed lunar pixel value.
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The accuracy of the lunar calibration was evaluated by comparing the deviation of the irradiance Irr obs of the lunar observation of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor and the irradiance Irr rolo of the ROLO model, as a reference. Equation (15) was used for this purpose.
∆Irr =
Irr rolo Irr obs * 100% (15) where ∆Irr denotes the consistency between the lunar calibration results of the sensor and the radiometric calibration results obtained in the laboratory. Based on a long-term sequence of lunar observations by the sensor, this value could be used to track the on-orbit radiometric response degradation of the sensor. Because the absolute radiometric calibration uncertainty of the ROLO model is large, the error of using the absolute value to evaluate the calibration deviation is large. However, its relative stability can reach 1-2% [50] . Therefore, the change in radiometric response of the sensor was expressed by Equation (16) . A linear fitting formula was used to calculate the total radiometric response degradation of the instrument D total (Equation (17)).
where Irr obs (t 0 ) and Irr obs (t), respectively, are the satellite observation lunar irradiance at the initial moment t 0 and moment t, Irr rolo (t 0 ) and Irr rolo (t), respectively, are the irradiance observed by the ROLO model at the initial moment t 0 and moment t, and D(t) is the change in the radiometric response of the instrument at the moment t. Here, lf is the linear fitting formula, and start and end are the start time and the end time, respectively, of lunar observation.
Results
The data used in this section are lunar observation data generated by LuoJia1-01. These data were used to calibrate the radiance detected by the NTL sensor of LuoJia1-01 based on the ROLO lunar irradiance model. The calibration accuracy was verified by four sets of data, and preliminary evaluation of the stability of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor was conducted for nearly one year.
Data Introduction
Several lunar observations were performed by LuoJia1-01. The duration of each observation was approximately 60 seconds (the first 14 seconds of data were transmitted to the ground station), the frame frequency was 0.1 second, and 146 frames of valid data were obtained in a single observation. The spatial position of the satellite in several successive frames of lunar observation did not change significantly. Therefore, 10-22 frames, each of which was obtained from images with almost constant spatial position, were selected for experimental processing and analysis.
The geometric relationship, between the moon, the sun, and the sensor, is such that when the lunar phase angle is large, the illuminated area of the moon is small, and the radiance is small, which would introduce uncertainties. Therefore, the lunar phase angle is confined to a limited range of values [2.8 • -33.9 • ], which ensures that the illuminated part of the moon is larger than 90%. Finally, the lunar data recorded by LuoJia1-01 on 27 June, 2018, 23 November, 2018, 22 March, 2019, and 21 May, 2019 were selected. Figure 4 shows lunar data acquired by LuoJia1-01 corresponding to the four observation datasets, and the detailed parameters of the lunar observation are provided in Table 2 . Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 22 
Radiometric Correction
The LuoJia1-01 laboratory calibration coefficients were applied to the raw lunar images based on Equations (1)−(2). The correction results are shown in Figure 5 (ENVI 1% linear stretch display), which eliminates the influence of systematic errors, such as detector dark current, hot pixels, striping from detector non-uniformity, and vignetting artifacts [17] , from the original image. The pixels of the moon and the surrounding background after relative correction were uniformly distributed. The lunar radiance distribution of L1a after absolute radiometric correction is shown in Figure 6 , in which the radiance of the non-moon region was practically zero, and the radiance of the lunar region was distributed in the range 00.1 W*m -2 *nm -1 *sr -1 . 
The LuoJia1-01 laboratory calibration coefficients were applied to the raw lunar images based on Equations (1) and (2) . The correction results are shown in Figure 5 (ENVI 1% linear stretch display), which eliminates the influence of systematic errors, such as detector dark current, hot pixels, striping from detector non-uniformity, and vignetting artifacts [17] , from the original image. The pixels of the moon and the surrounding background after relative correction were uniformly distributed. The lunar radiance distribution of L1a after absolute radiometric correction is shown in Figure 6 , in which the radiance of the non-moon region was practically zero, and the radiance of the lunar region was distributed in the range 0 − 0.1 W * m −2 * nm −1 * sr −1 . 
Determination of the Scope and Identification of the Edge of the Moon
According to Equations (3)−(5), the maximum radiance of the image after the radiometric correction was 9.25*10 -2 (W*m -2 *nm -1 *sr -1 ). The lunar image and the extracted scope of the moon are shown in Figure 7 . The approximate position coordinate of the largest pixel value was [983, 401] (as is shown in the red box in Figure 7 ). The approximate rectangular range of the moon was [930:1030, 360:460] (as is shown in the white box in Figure 7) , and a rectangular zone of 80 × 80 was obtained. 
According to Equations (3)-(5), the maximum radiance of the image after the radiometric correction was 9.25 * 10 −2 (W * m −2 * nm −1 * sr −1 . The lunar image and the extracted scope of the moon are shown in Figure 7 . The approximate position coordinate of the largest pixel value was (983,401) (as is shown in the red box in Figure 7 ). The approximate rectangular range of the moon was (930:1030,360:460) (as is shown in the white box in Figure 7) , and a rectangular zone of 80 × 80 was obtained. 
According to Equations (3)−(5), the maximum radiance of the image after the radiometric correction was 9.25*10 -2 (W*m -2 *nm -1 *sr -1 ). The lunar image and the extracted scope of the moon are shown in Figure 7 . The approximate position coordinate of the largest pixel value was [983, 401] (as is shown in the red box in Figure 7 ). The approximate rectangular range of the moon was [930:1030, 360:460] (as is shown in the white box in Figure 7) , and a rectangular zone of 80 × 80 was obtained. Most of the background pixels of the corrected moon images were zero, but a few pixels were not zero because of the influence of space count (instrument response to zero radiance), which complicates lunar edge identification. The Sobel operator with good edge positioning accuracy and anti-noise effect was chosen to extract the real edge of the moon, and the results were compared with those of the other edge extraction operators. Figure 8 shows that the edge on the right-hand side of the moon recognized by the Roberts, Log, and Canny operators was smoothed. The left edge obtained with the Laplace operator had a few missing pixels, which means the information of the moon was incomplete. The edges identified by the Sobel and Prewitt operators were basically consistent with the contour of the moon, and the moon was retained to the maximum extent. Comparing the edge recognition effect, the Sobel operator could accurately identify the edge of the moon. Two three-dimensional histograms were presented to show the radiance distribution of the moon before Figure 9a and after edge identification Figure 9b , and the figure shows that the structural features of the lunar surface were greatly preserved. background. The amount of data was greatly reduced, thereby improving the accuracy of lunar edge identification.
Most of the background pixels of the corrected moon images were zero, but a few pixels were not zero because of the influence of space count (instrument response to zero radiance), which complicates lunar edge identification. The Sobel operator with good edge positioning accuracy and anti-noise effect was chosen to extract the real edge of the moon, and the results were compared with those of the other edge extraction operators. Figure 8 shows that the edge on the right-hand side of the moon recognized by the Roberts, Log, and Canny operators was smoothed. The left edge obtained with the Laplace operator had a few missing pixels, which means the information of the moon was incomplete. The edges identified by the Sobel and Prewitt operators were basically consistent with the contour of the moon, and the moon was retained to the maximum extent. Comparing the edge recognition effect, the Sobel operator could accurately identify the edge of the moon. Two threedimensional histograms were presented to show the radiance distribution of the moon before Figure  9 (a) and after edge identification Figure 9(b) , and the figure shows that the structural features of the lunar surface were greatly preserved. 
Determination of Lunar Irradiance
The oversampling factor can be determined by the relative motion of the satellite in the eastwest and north-south direction during imaging [46] . The sun-synchronous satellite in the north-south direction relies on the motion of the satellite to image, with 2048 lines included in each imagery, and with each row nearly requiring 0.05-ms. During the completion of a row of lunar observations, the satellite moves 5.57*10 −10° along with the sun in the north-south direction. The moon appears to be a stationary object relative to the sensor, and the oversampling has not existed in a single row. There are nearly 50 lines for the entire lunar disk that take 2.4*10 −3 s. The satellite moves 2.74*10 −8° along with the sun. The relative motion between the spacecraft and the moon in the east-west direction is mainly due to the 23.45° ± 5.15° angles between the lunar orbital plane and the orbital plane of the earth, i.e., within 2.4*10 −3 s of imaging, the moon rotates around the earth 3.67*10 −7°. Thus, the projected displacement in the north-south and east-west direction is negligible. There is no need for oversampling correction in the single line and the whole lunar observation, but the whole image has a movement from north to south to west. Furthermore, the oversampling factor can be determined from the size in the image itself [23] . The diameter in the east-west direction differs by less than one pixel from the diameter in the north-south direction of LuoJia1-01. Therefore, the observed images were not corrected for oversampling and f = 1 for LuoJia1-01 in Equation (13) .
As in Equation (8), the calculation of equivalent-disk reflectance required the lunar phase angle g, the selenographic latitude θ, and the selenographic longitude ϕ of the spacecraft, the selenographic longitude Φ of the sun, where the lunar phase angle g is the angle between the "sunmoon" and "spacecraft-moon" vectors, the lunar phase angle observed by LuoJia1-01, which ranged from 2.8° to 33.9°, and the illuminated area of the moon to be over 90%. The other parameters were obtained by a celestial coordinate transformation. The sun-moon distance and moon-spacecraft distance were calculated based on the J2000 coordinates of the sun, the moon, and the sensor, and then, the distance correction factors could be obtained based on Equation (10), and the lunar irradiance at the standard distance could be determined based on Equation (11) . The relevant parameters of the lunar observation geometry and process variables are listed in Table 3 . 
The oversampling factor can be determined by the relative motion of the satellite in the east-west and north-south direction during imaging [46] . The sunsynchronous satellite in the north-south direction relies on the motion of the satellite to image, with 2048 lines included in each imagery, and with each row nearly requiring 0.05ms. During the completion of a row of lunar observations, the satellite moves 5.57*10 −10• along with the sun in the north-south direction. The moon appears to be a stationary object relative to the sensor, and the oversampling has not existed in a single row. There are nearly 50 lines for the entire lunar disk that take 2.4*10 −3 s. The satellite moves 2.74*10 −8• along with the sun. The relative motion between the spacecraft and the moon in the east-west direction is mainly due to the 23.45 • ± 5.15 • angles between the lunar orbital plane and the orbital plane of the earth, i.e., within 2.4*10 −3 s of imaging, the moon rotates around the earth 3.67*10 −7• . Thus, the projected displacement in the north-south and east-west direction is negligible. There is no need for oversampling correction in the single line and the whole lunar observation, but the whole image has a movement from north to south to west. Furthermore, the oversampling factor can be determined from the size in the image itself [23] . The diameter in the east-west direction differs by less than one pixel from the diameter in the north-south direction of LuoJia1-01. Therefore, the observed images were not corrected for oversampling and f = 1 for LuoJia1-01 in Equation (13) .
As in Equation (8), the calculation of equivalent-disk reflectance required the lunar phase angle g, the selenographic latitude θ, and the selenographic longitude φ of the spacecraft, the selenographic longitude Φ of the sun, where the lunar phase angle g is the angle between the "sun-moon" and "spacecraft-moon" vectors, the lunar phase angle observed by LuoJia1-01, which ranged from 2.8 • to 33.9 • , and the illuminated area of the moon to be over 90%. The other parameters were obtained by a celestial coordinate transformation. The sun-moon distance and moon-spacecraft distance were calculated based on the J2000 coordinates of the sun, the moon, and the sensor, and then, the distance correction factors could be obtained based on Equation (10), and the lunar irradiance at the standard distance could be determined based on Equation (11) . The relevant parameters of the lunar observation geometry and process variables are listed in Table 3 . The equivalent-disk reflectance of the 32 channels, which was calculated based on the ROLO irradiance model (Equation (8)) at g = 7 • , Φ = 7 • , θ = 0 • , and φ = 0 • (shown as a blue curve in Figure 10 ), had modest excursions in wavelength between bands. A reflectance curve (represented by the black curve in Figure 10 ) mixed by 95% of the lunar soil (Apollo 16 sample 62231) (as shown by the orange curve in Figure 10 ) [23] and 5% of breccia rock (Apollo 16 sample 67455) (represented by the deep blue curve in Figure 10 ) [23] was used to adjust the ROLO equivalent-disk reflectance curve. The adjusted reflectance curve is the red curve in Figure 10 , and the average correction ratio of the 32 channels was 3.5%. The equivalent-disk reflectance of the 32 channels, which was calculated based on the ROLO irradiance model (Equation (8)) at g = 7°, Φ = 7°, θ = 0°, and ϕ = 0° (shown as a blue curve in Figure 10 ), had modest excursions in wavelength between bands. A reflectance curve (represented by the black curve in Figure 10 ) mixed by 95% of the lunar soil (Apollo 16 sample 62231) (as shown by the orange curve in Figure 10 ) [23] and 5% of breccia rock (Apollo 16 sample 67455) (represented by the deep blue curve in Figure 10 ) [23] was used to adjust the ROLO equivalent-disk reflectance curve. The adjusted reflectance curve is the red curve in Figure 10 , and the average correction ratio of the 32 channels was 3.5%. Figure 10 . Reflectance adjustment curves. Figure 10 . Reflectance adjustment curves.
Radiance Calibration and Sensor Stability Evaluation
Once the lunar radiance and the lunar disk DN are known, the radiance calibration model (Equation (14)) could be solved to obtain the radiance conversion coefficients of LuoJia1-01. The fitting model, which refers to the measurements on 27 June, 2018, 23 November, 2018, 22 March, 2019, and 21 May, 2019, is shown in Figure 11 . The ROLO radiance and DN showed a linear positive correlation, and the values of the correlation coefficient R 2 were 0.9586, 0.9314, 0.8919, and 0.9339 respectively, indicating that the radiance and DN were highly correlated with excellent fitting and high reliability.
consistent with the 5%−10% uncertainty in the absolute accuracy of the ROLO model [50, 51] . All frames of each dataset were used to calculate the radiance calibration coefficients, and the volatility of the calibration results between frames within each dataset was also evaluated. The standard deviation of the calibration results for each frame of the four datasets were 1.39%, 1.08%, 0.56%, and 0.20%, respectively, with slight fluctuation and excellent stability of each dataset with different frames. The results of the radiance calibration model were in good agreement with the laboratory calibration. The consistency of the irradiance Irr rolo of the ROLO and the irradiance Irr obs of LuoJia1-01, which is presented in Table 4 , was greater than 90% in all the cases. The result was consistent with the 5%-10% uncertainty in the absolute accuracy of the ROLO model [50, 51] . All frames of each dataset were used to calculate the radiance calibration coefficients, and the volatility of the calibration results between frames within each dataset was also evaluated. The standard deviation of the calibration results for each frame of the four datasets were 1.39%, 1.08%, 0.56%, and 0.20%, respectively, with slight fluctuation and excellent stability of each dataset with different frames. Although the uncertainty of the absolute radiometric accuracy of the ROLO model was large, its relative stability could reach 1-2%. MODIS, VIIRS/NPP, and other instruments all adopt this method to monitor the change in radiometric response [50, 51] . Therefore, this absolute calibration deviation could be normalized to evaluate the radiometric response degradation of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor (Equations (16) and (17)). Figure 12 intuitively shows that, during the experiment, the spectral channel of LuoJia1-01 underwent obvious radiometric response degradation, with the degradation of 6.56% during nearly one year from 27 June 2018 to 21 May 2019. Although the uncertainty of the absolute radiometric accuracy of the ROLO model was large, its relative stability could reach 1−2%. MODIS, VIIRS/NPP, and other instruments all adopt this method to monitor the change in radiometric response [50, 51] . Therefore, this absolute calibration deviation could be normalized to evaluate the radiometric response degradation of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor (Equation (16)− (17)). Figure 12 intuitively shows that, during the experiment, the spectral channel of LuoJia1-01 underwent obvious radiometric response degradation, with the degradation of 6.56% during nearly one year from 27 June, 2018 to 21 May, 2019. The Luojia1-01 is a sun-synchronous satellite, with an orbit altitude of 650-km, at which the influence of radiation attenuation caused by atmospheric absorption and scattering, and radiometric superposition caused by atmospheric background radiation during lunar observation are largely avoided [49] . Furthermore, the characteristics of Luojia1-01 reduce the fundamental limitation to the absolute accuracy achievable with the ROLO dataset caused by atmospheric correction.
The moon calibration plan requires a specific phase angle to be selected for lunar observation. This is because, the lunar phase varies in some ranges during actual operation, which would introduce uncertainty in the calculation of the irradiance. In addition, the lunar phase angle would affect the illuminated area of the observed image, and the surface reflectance in different regions would also be different on account of the uneven distribution of highlands and maria on the moon. Therefore, the lunar phase angle also exerts a certain influence on the reflectance of the observed surface of the moon. The phase angle in this study ranges from 2.8° to 33.9°, i.e., 2.83°, 10.57°, 24.30°, and 33.86°, respectively, and changes in a large range of different datasets. Because these edge pixels lie upon the illuminated arc of the full circle of the lunar terminator, when the phase angle is large, the edge recognition of the observed image with weak intensity illumination is rough and contributes considerable uncertainty to the irradiance determined from "full disk" images of the moon.
The dependence of the phase angle could be expressed by comparing the radiometric calibration consistency ∆ and the lunar phase angle g. As shown in Figure 13 , as the phase angle increased, the change in radiometric response decayed in an approximately linear manner. The phase angle The Luojia1-01 is a sun-synchronous satellite, with an orbit altitude of 650-km, at which the influence of radiation attenuation caused by atmospheric absorption and scattering, and radiometric superposition caused by atmospheric background radiation during lunar observation are largely avoided [49] . Furthermore, the characteristics of Luojia1-01 reduce the fundamental limitation to the absolute accuracy achievable with the ROLO dataset caused by atmospheric correction.
The moon calibration plan requires a specific phase angle to be selected for lunar observation. This is because, the lunar phase varies in some ranges during actual operation, which would introduce uncertainty in the calculation of the irradiance. In addition, the lunar phase angle would affect the illuminated area of the observed image, and the surface reflectance in different regions would also be different on account of the uneven distribution of highlands and maria on the moon. Therefore, the lunar phase angle also exerts a certain influence on the reflectance of the observed surface of the moon. The phase angle in this study ranges from 2.8 • to 33.9 • , i.e., 2.83 • , 10.57 • , 24.30 • , and 33.86 • , respectively, and changes in a large range of different datasets. Because these edge pixels lie upon the illuminated arc of the full circle of the lunar terminator, when the phase angle is large, the edge recognition of the observed image with weak intensity illumination is rough and contributes considerable uncertainty to the irradiance determined from "full disk" images of the moon.
The dependence of the phase angle could be expressed by comparing the radiometric calibration consistency ∆Irr and the lunar phase angle g. As shown in Figure 13 , as the phase angle increased, the change in radiometric response decayed in an approximately linear manner. The phase angle dependence of ∆Irr, which is the largest at 6.56% (31.15 • ), was measured by performing a linear fit using ∆Irr(g) = p1 * g + p0 (where p1 is the variation of ∆Irr(g) over a phase angle dependence of 1 • ) [52] . In this study, we corrected the phase angle dependence by using the value of p1, after which we measured the change in radiometric response. The results are presented in Table 5 . dependence of ∆ , which is the largest at 6.56% (31.15°), was measured by performing a linear fit using ∆ ( ) = 1 * + 0 (where 1 is the variation of ∆ ( ) over a phase angle dependence of 1°) [52] . In this study, we corrected the phase angle dependence by using the value of 1, after which we measured the change in radiometric response. The results are presented in Table 5 . The impact of the correction on the result was large, and it could be quantified by comparing the extent to which the standard deviation of the residuals corresponds to the change in the radiometric response of the four datasets before and after the correction of the lunar phase angle dependence. After correction, the residual standard deviation σ reduced from 4.65% to 2.88%. In addition, the change in the radiometric response of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor could be measured with slightly higher precision, i.e., the change in the radiometric response of the instrument over nearly one year was corrected from 6.56% to 6.31%, eliminating the additional uncertainty and improving the accuracy of the lunar radiometric calibration.
Discussion
As seen in Table 6 , the spectral width of most of the original ROLO visible near-infrared channels was 10−30 nm. Therefore, the application of the ROLO irradiance model was more effective for The impact of the correction on the result was large, and it could be quantified by comparing the extent to which the standard deviation of the residuals corresponds to the change in the radiometric response of the four datasets before and after the correction of the lunar phase angle dependence. After correction, the residual standard deviation σ reduced from 4.65% to 2.88%. In addition, the change in the radiometric response of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor could be measured with slightly higher precision, i.e., the change in the radiometric response of the instrument over nearly one year was corrected from 6.56% to 6.31%, eliminating the additional uncertainty and improving the accuracy of the lunar radiometric calibration.
As seen in Table 6 , the spectral width of most of the original ROLO visible near-infrared channels was 10-30nm. Therefore, the application of the ROLO irradiance model was more effective for radiometric calibration of multi-spectral images with narrower channels. However, in the case of many on-orbit remote sensing instruments with wider spectral channels, such as the GMS-5 visible spectrum channel width of 350nm and the LuoJia1-01 spectrum channel width of 445nm, spectral matching could not be directly performed based on close proximity to the central wavelength, and the similarity of the spectrum should also be taken into account. Currently, spectral matching of on-orbit instruments could be achieved only by using simple inter-band interpolation techniques, especially for single-channel instruments, such as that on LuoJia1-01. The interpolation result with 1-nm intervals originated from the reflectance of the central wavelength of the 32 channels based on the ROLO lunar observation, which was spectrally matched with the spectral response of the LuoJia1-01, and the influence of the interval between the ROLO multichannel bands was not considered. Further research would be dedicated to determining the weight of spectral matching of the different channels of on-orbit instruments to reduce the differences in the spectrum. The reflectance of highlands and maria on the surface of the moon is inconsistent. The reflectance of the maria is low, and the values of edge and background pixels are not obvious. Furthermore, these edge pixels lie upon the illuminated arc of the full circle of the lunar terminator. The relative geometric position of the sun, the moon, and the sensor continuously change; consequently, the less-illuminated edge of the moon cannot be recognized by the edge recognition operator, and can only be fitted by the illuminated arc of the highlands of the moon of which the pixels differ significantly from the pixels of the surrounding background. For the data of orbit-354, the blurred appearance of the upper edge, that corresponds to maria, is obtained by fitting the recognized three-quarters arc by the Sobel operator, in which case correction for oversampling or under-sampling of the lunar observation of LuoJia1-01 is not required, with a relatively small error. If the lunar observation images are affected by oversampling or under-sampling, the obscured edge of the less illuminated part of the maria not only affects edge recognition of the image, it also causes the oversampling factor to become overly large or small, thereby contributing a large amount of uncertainty to the experimental results.
Conclusions
Based on a ROLO prototype, this study established a radiometric calibration model using the radiance and the DN value observed by the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor. The study solved the problem associated with the on-orbit absolute radiometric calibration of the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor that arises because of the lack of on-satellite calibration equipment and the absence of an absolute radiometric calibration light source at night. In addition, both, the deviation of the irradiance observed from the ROLO model and the irradiance detected by LuoJia1-01 lunar observation, were used to detect the change in the on-orbit radiometric response. The model proposed in this paper was based on the radiometric stability of the moon and the high-precision ROLO model that quantifies the influences of the libration, the phase angle, the geometric distance, and other characteristics of the moon. The results demonstrated that the on-orbit radiometric calibration of the LuoJia1-01 using the moon as a stable radiation source was highly consistent with the result of the laboratory calibration:
•
The radiance and the DN values of the different frame images of the four datasets showed a positive linear correlation.
The consistency of lunar observation irradiance and model irradiance of the four groups of experimental data was 100.77%, 90.35%, 94.06%, and 91.36%, respectively, all of which exceeded 90%.
The LuoJia1-01 spectral channel underwent obvious radiometric response degradation, which was determined to be 6.31% for nearly one year from 27 June 2018 to 21 May 2019.
This study showed that on-orbit radiometric calibration based on lunar observation was an effective method for the calibration of the sensors. Specific solutions were proposed for the problems caused by the large observation breadth of the LuoJia1-01 sensors, small moon coverage area, and a large volume of data that requires direct processing. Furthermore, our solution effectively reduced the uncertainty caused by the dependence on the lunar phase angle. It would be worthwhile to further investigate and quantitatively apply the data acquired by the LuoJia1-01 NTL sensor. 
